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The  catalogue describes the ways of use of the product and it is not liable for the operation of the instrument

HB 237.06POSITION CONTROLLER WITH POSITIVE AND NE-
GATIVE LEVELS

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONDESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONDESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONDESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONDESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
The instrument HB 237.06, besides displaying the
position of the axis, also supplies some outputs which
make it functional as a controller of the displayed position,
compared to the pre-set measures. It is possible to install
the serial option in order to transmit the displayed
calculation through a control from an input or from a P.C.
The pre-selections may have positive and negative
values and they may be protected by an access code.

The keyboard, in antiscratch polycarbonate, is performed
with mechanical actuators which provide to the operator
the tactile feeling of the key stroke. The calculation,
preselections and operating parameters are stored on
EEPROM in order to guarantee maximum reliability and
safety of operation also in extreme conditions.

Size DIN 48 × 96

6 digits display with mark

Bidirectional count

EEPROM memory

 AC / DC static outputs

Antiscratch membrane keyboard

Incorporated feeder encoder

Polarized removable terminal board

Software customizations

Serial transmission RS 232C

This product is an electronic instrument and is thus not to be considered as a machine.
Consequently, it is not subject to the requirements stated in EEC Directive 89/392 (Machines
Directive). It is hereby specified that, if the QEM instrument is used as a component part of
a machine, it must not be switched on if the machine does not comply with the Machines
Directive.
The instrument mark does not absolve the Customer fromthe fulfilment of his or her
legal obligations regarding the finished product.
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KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION

In data entering it confirms the displayed data
If pressed with the key (-) + PASSWORD you enter the SET-UP parameters
If pressed for 1 second it allows the access to the programming of the minimum and
maximum level

Green

In data entering it sends to zero the displayed data
Operation programmable in the SET-UP parametersRed

In data entering it increases impulsively or in a continuous way the selected digit on the
display (the blinking digit)Black

Black
In data entering it moves tothe right the selection of the digit on the display
If pressed with the key  ENTER + PASSWORD you may enter to the SET-UP parameters

Led prg It is ON during the programming of the SET-UP parameters

Led set It is ON during the entering of the maximum and minimum level

Led It is ON at the activation of output U1

It is ON at the activation of output U2Led

Led lcf It is ON at the entering of the mark
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS

Name Signal
Input

activat. Description

I1 Progr.I / C PRESET LOADING.  This feature may be programmed in SET-UP. It loads the preset
level in the calculation

I2 ON PRESET LOADING ENABLE.  It enables the reading of input I1 for the preset loading,
in an impulsive way

C

I=Impulsive input C=Continuous input

DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS USED WITH THE EXPANSION (ORDERING CODE "E")

Name Signal Description
Input

Activat.

I3 ONC SERIAL TRANSMISSION.  Upon its activation it transmits the value shown on the
display to a serial port RS 232C. The instrument manages the echo of the
transmission.
N.B. With various instruments connected in daisy-chain it is not possible to activate

at the same time the different inputs I3 because transmission conflicts may
occurr

I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output

DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUTS

Name Signal Description

U1 /C MAXIMUM LEVEL. It is activated when the calculation is greater or equal to the
maximum level which has been set

U2 C / MINIMUM LEVEL. It is activated when the calculaiton is smaller or equal to the
minimum level which has been set

I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output

DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUTS USED WITH THE EXPANSION (ORDERING CODE "E")

Name Signal Description

U3 /C MAXIMUM LEVEL SLOW DOWN. It is activated when the calculation is greater or
equal to (maximum level - maximum level slow down)

U4 C / MINIMUM LEVEL SLOW DOWN. It is activated when the calculation is smaller or
equal to (minimumlevel+minimum level slow down)

I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output

Duration

Duration
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To access to the programming of the following parameters we foresee to enter a 3 digits code as follows:

INTRODUZIONE DEI PARAMETRI DI SET-UP

Press at the same time the keys for 1 sec. apx.

On the display appears which is the request of the access code

(At the end of theentering of each function press ENTER to confirm and pass to the following one)

FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0=Normal display

Decimal digits

1=Display with system HDR HDR (High definition reading). See
dedicated paragraph

0=Maximum display 99999

1=Maximum display 9999,9

2=Maximum display 999,99

3=Maximum display 99,999

Encoder resolution

500

Shifting obtained with the rotation of one encoder revolution (Whole number)

Nº of revolution impulses of the encoder
R=

This parameter indicates by how much you shoul dmultply the
revolution pulses of the encoder in order to provide the display of
the length in the desired unit of measure. You may enter values
from 0.00001 to 4.00000 remembering that the frequence of the
PH phases must not exceed 20 Khz

If for example we have a shifting of 123.4 mm. and an encoder of
500 imp. / rev.:

R= = 2,468
1234

The formula to calculat ethe resolution is as follows:

0=Operation inhibited

2=Load in impulsive mode the calculation with the preset level

1=Set calculation to zero

3=By pressing the key CLEAR it allows to modify from the
keyboard the slow down values

Function of key
CLEAR

0=Continuous loading of the preset level

1=Impulsive loading of the preset level on the calculation upon the
activation of the input I1Function of input I1

2=Impulsive loading of the preset level on the calculation upon the
desactivation of input I1. In this case the input I2 is not enabled

Enter with the keys(+) and (-) the value 237 and confirm with ; this led goes ON

+

Display mode
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Levels entering
0=Entering the levels with no access code

1=Entering the levels with access code (532)

Maximum level
slow down Slow down associated to the maximum level

Minimum level
slow down Slow down associated to the minimum level

Preset level
It is the value which is loaded on the calculation when the inputI1
is activated

0=Transmission RS232C disabled. It is not used the option for the
transmission RS 232C (ordering code RS)EnablingRS 232C

1=Transmission RS-232C enabled

110 baud
150 baud
300 baud
600 baud

1200 baud
2400 baud
4800 baud

Transmission
speedRS 232C

Speed transmissions available; if the speed is
wrong the default takes the value 4800

If the parameter"Enabling RS 232C"=1 also these displayings are present

7 bits
8 bits

Number of data bits available; if the number is wrong the
default takes the value 8

Number of data
bits

Number of stop
bits

1 stop bit
2 stop bits

Number of stop bits available; if the number of bits
is wrong the default takes the value 2

It is the code you must assign to the unit if you wish to connect the
instrument to others, in DAISY-CHAIN configuration. If it set to
zero, each control shall be considered and it is not necessary to
send the address code

Address code

Once the programming of the last function is ended, the display in use before the input in SET-UP comes back and the prg led go es
OFF.
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ENTERING  MAXIMUM LEVEL AND MINIMUM LEVEL

To enter the maximum and minimum level operate as follows::

Press the key for 1 second; this led goes ON and on the display appears:

The operator may enter the value of the minimum level via the keys (+) and (-) and confirm with
ENTER. With the key (+) it is possible to modify the value of the blinking digit, while with the
key (-) you switch to the following digit

Upon confirmation with

The operator may enter the value of the maximum level via the keys (+) and (-). With the key
(+) it is possible to modify the value of the blinking digit, while with the key (-) you switch to the
following digit. Upon confirmation with ENTER the display  shows:

If the maximum level is smaller than the minimum level, onthe display appears for 1 second:

After 1 second the display shows again the displaying of the maximm level

If in SET-UP the parameter "Levels introduction"=1 to enter the maximum and the minimum level we foresee a 3
digits code as follows:

Press at the same time the keys for apx. 1 second

which is the request for the access codeOn the display appears

appear the above described displayings

CHANGING THE SLOW DOWN VALUES

If in SET-UP the parameter "Function key CLEAR"=3 it is possible to modify the slow down values by operating as
follows:

Press the key for apx, 2 seconds; on the display appears:

The display shows the slow down concerning the maximum level. The operator may enter its
value through the keys (+) and (-). Upon confirmation with ENTER the display shows again
the calculation

The display shows the slow down concerning the minimum level. The operator may enter its
value through the keys (+) and (-). Upon confirmation with ENTER the display shows again
the calculation.

Enter via the keys (+) and (-) the value 532 and confirm with ; this led goes ON and on the display

this led goes OFF and the display shows again the displayings in use

+

ENTERING A VALUE ON THE CALCULATION

To enter a value on the calculation, operate as follows:

Press at the same time the keys for apx. 2 seconds; on the display appears:

The display shows the present calculation. The operator may enter its values through the keys
(+) and (-). Upon confirmation with ENTER the calculation shall be updated with the new value

+
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DISPLAYS

Calculation (if negative, the sign minus appears and if it exceeds the display limits it blinks).

During normal operation the display shows:

Pressing the key , the display show:

I1 I2 I3

U1 U2

The display shows the status of inputs and outputs. The led _ ON indicates the activation of
the input or output

U3 U4

Pressing the key the display shows the calculation again

GRAFICO DI FUNZIONAMENTO
DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

0

U1

Count

U UL

U2

U3

U4

FL F0

+

-

U=Min. level.   UL=Min. Min. speed reduction   F=Max. level   FL=Max. speed reduction

U1 is energised with:

Calculation ≥ Maximum level

U2 is energised with:

Calculation ≤ Minimum level

U3 is energised with:

Calculation ≥ Max. level-Speed reduction.

U4 is energised with:

Calculation ≤ Min. level.+Speed reduction.
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DISPLAYING SYSTEM HDR - HIGH DEFINITION READING

This system allows to display the evolution of a bidirectional calculation with a greater definition compared to the
traditional reading system because it allows to estimate, if it is allowed by the transducer's resolution, also the space
gap which exists among the displayed unit and the previous or the following one. The space included between each
unit read on the display is divided in 4 equal parts; the two extreme parts are areas in which the display shows the
digits in a fixed way; in the two central zones, however, the display toggles between a digit and the other pointing
out the fact that it is between the two digits.
The HDR system is fully effective if the resolution of the transducer requires a multiplicative coefficient smaller or
equal to 2,00000 while if the multiplicative coefficient is included between 2,00001 and 4,00000 the values displayed
are centered but it is not detected (or it is detected for certain values only) the intermediate tract in which the digit
obscillates between one and the other displaying.

- 2 - 1 0 2

- 2 - 1 1 2

1

- 2 - 1 1- 1....- 2 0....- 1

- 2....- 1 - 1....0

A

B

C
2

0

A=Normal display
B=Real shifting

C=Display in HDR

As you can see from the diagrams, the HDR system center the displayings in the real position by allowing to estimate
also intermediate distances between the units, with no need to display or to set the data in units of measure being
10 times smaller than the need.

0 0....1

1....0

0

1....2

2....1
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CONTROLS IN RS 232-C

If on the screen there is the option RS 232 C and in SET-UP it has been enabled the transmission, it is possible to
transmit from a PC some reading controls. Each control string sent from the PC must always start with the character
"{" (ascii value=123) for the command code. The first 2 characters of transmisison opening or of single command
which are sent, must be numerical because they are the address code to which the message is destinated or from
which an information is coming. The following 2 characters must be 2 capital letters because they identify the
operating code of the instruction.After the operating code there is the operating digit, i.e. the numeric value of the
variable concerned by the operating code. The characters sent without placing before the character "{" and at the
end of the character @ are only re-transmitted as an "ECHO" effect but they do not perform any action on the
instrument which receives them. Each string sent from the instrument must start with the character "[" (ascii
value=91). The instrument can transmit only upon the request of the PC (master) or from the activation of I1 input.
The instrument manages the echo of the transmission.

Synthaxis of general command:

End string character

It is the numerical data of length (6 digits) transmitted upon request of the command code S?
or by the input I3

{ XX YY XXX @

Command code (2 letters). The first letter identifies the type of data to be transmitted (table,
message, set-point). The second letter identifies the type of command (opening, closing,
request...).

Address code. It identifies the instrument in transmission/reception. It may be omitted if it is
not forecast a serial connection with several instruments.

Code of the beginning of transmisison string from PC ({)
{ =Opening / closing / table request
The character of string beginning of the instrument is "["

Command code letter "S":

{ XX S? @

?=Reading request of the PC to the instrument of the calculation. If the string is not transmitted
within 5 seconds from the first characters, the instrument shall send to zero the control
already arrived and the string must be re-transmitted from the first character.

Code of instrument address

Instrument response:

[ XX V XXXXXX @

Calculation of transmitted instrument (12345,6)

Code of instrument address

Writing Command code on instrument's count "TC":

{ XX TC Y ZZZZZZ @

TC= Writing command code on instrument's count

Code of instrument address

Y=Sign (+) or (-). It's needed

ZZZZZZ =It's the numeric value to be written in instrument's memory. The value must be
composed by 6 digits and without the decimal point
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SERIALE SU HB 237.06: COLLEGAMENTO DAISY - CHAIN

RX

TX

RX TX RX TX RX TX RX TX

Address code 1 Address code 2 Address code 3 Address code 4

N.B. With various instruments in daisy-chain it is not possible to activate at the same time the different inputs I3
because there could be transmission conflicts.
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+

-

P1

I1

I2

Positive of tranducers' supply 12 V 100 mA

Negative of transducers' supply

Terminal of polarization of inputs I1-I2 (+ NPN, - PNP)

(C) Enabling preset loading

ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

F1

C1

U1

Terminal of polarization of outputs U1-U2 (+ PNP, - NPN)

(C) Maximum level

Input of phase 1 incremental encoder

U2 (C) Minimum level

GND Ground connection (we recommend a conductor Ø 4 mm.)

XXX Power supply voltageVac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz

P2

I3

I4

C2

U3

Terminal of polarization of inputs I3-I4 (+ NPN, - PNP)

(C) Serial transmission

Not used

Terminal of polarization of outputs U3, U4, U5 (+ PNP, - NPN)

(C) Maximum slow down

U4

U5

GND

AN1

Not used

Common of the analog outputs

Not used

(C) Minimum slow down

AN2 Not used

GND Common of the serial port

RX Reception RS 232C (optional)

TX Transmission RS 232C (optional)

Input of phase 2 incremental encoder

(I / C)Preset loading

F1

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V

Encoder
only 12 V

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIONS

OUTPUTS

The dc outputs are optoinsulated in direct voltage and
they all have a common terminal among them (C1, C2).
By connecting this terminal to a voltage + all outputs
become of PNP type; by connecting it to a - voltage, they
become of NPN type. The maximum appliable direct
voltage is 50 V. The outputs can bear current up to 70 mA
with a typical voltage drop being 3.5 V for outputs of U
type and up to 2A with a typical voltage drop of 2 V for
outputs of UP type, between the output and the common.
With the dc outputs you may drive also relays with 24
Vac.

INPUTS

Each input ON / OFF is universal, optoinsulated, and can
receive digital signals be it in logic NPN that PNP. By
connecting the terminals P1, P2 to the + all the inputs
accept signals of NPN type, i.e. with closing to the nega-
tive of the power supply voltage. By connecting the
terminals P1, P2 to the - all the inputs accept signals of
PNP type, i.e. with closing to the positive of the power
supply voltage. Each input is protected against short
circuits to both power supply poles so that they are really
undestructible. You may connect various inputs with the
same logic, if the output which drives them can bear the
total current required, which is equal to the inputs
connected together,multiplied by 10 mA.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FIG. 1: Connection of an  HB 237.06 with relay in direct voltage and inputs NPN

Screened cable

24 Vdc

Imax. 70 mA

-

+

Bidirectional
encoder
12 V NPN
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FIG. 2: Connection of an HB 237.06 with EI 204 / M

Screened cable

The EI 204 / M has inside 4 relays of
5 A / 250 V power supplied at 24 V
whose power supply voltage is
obtained inside the interface itself.
The relays are connected as in fi-
gure 2; the assembly is forecast on
guide DIN. The overall dimensions
are 45 × 93 × 85 mm.

EI 204 / M
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FIG. 3: Connection of an HB 237.06 with relays in direct voltage and inputs NPN and serial RS 232C. In this case
the address code (SET-UP) is placed to zero

Screened cable

+

-

Screened cable

Imax. 70 mA
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SIZE

N.B. All levels are expressed in millimeters.

144

ATTENTION!
After laying the pin of
the hooking to the
panel, perform only
half a rotation, in
order not to tear off
the frame.

92,8 + 0,2

Expansion card (option)

48
45

45

96

92,8

45
 +

 0
,6

Front view

Back view
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ORDERING CODE

Power supply voltage: 24 = 24 Vac.
110 = 110 Vac.
220 = 220 Vac.

E = Expansion card with 2 inputs NPN / PNP plus 3 static outputs 24 Vac / dc, 70 mA.

RS = Serial interface RS 232C optoinsulated.

T = Front panel in polycarbonate with keyboard.
P = Front panel without keyboard.
PC = Front panel without keyboard but with button CLEAR .
PE = Front panel without keyboard but with button ENTER.

Quality in Electronic Manufacturing Data 28 / 06 / 96 Foglio tecnico
B237H06.0

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify without a previous notice the characteristics of the described equipment.
The manufacturer is free from any liability in case of damages caused by a wrong or not authorized use of the instrument.

QEM srl - Località Signolo SS. 11 - Km 339 - Montebello Vicentino (VI) - Italy
Tel. 0444 - 440061 (3 linee r.a.) - Telefax 0444 - 440229

The empty square or rectangle indicate the possibility to customize the instrument with an option
which is not necessary for the operation, but only to fully meet the requirements of the people
ordering it.

The square or rectangle with a mark indicate the possibility of choice between the options being
available and necessary  for the instrument's operation.

XXX


